An Eastern Collegiate scoring record was broken Wednesday night as the Tufts hockey team whipped the Eastern College hockey team 6-3, in a well played game. Whitney Hamilton scored his third tally of the game at 16:41 of the first period to give him 85 points for the season. This total breaks the seasonal scoring record for eastern college hockey players set by Joe Carraty of Boston University. Since this was the Jumbos' final game of the season, pressure on Hamilton was great and Hal Wells hit the back of the net to give him his 60th point of the year, and eight points. Aitken courageously jumped in several loose pucks to keep the high scoring Jumbos bottled up. Tufts' scoring a 15-2 record, was confident at the outset because of previous rout of MIT, 12-3, but the Beavers stopped the Jumbos with fine defensive play. At 8:48 Charlie Cl Olds scored, assisted by Dick Kelly to give Tufts a 1-0 lead. Aitken made two great moves to frustrate Hamilton's attempts to score. Dick Kelly beat Bundy at 1:41 to give the visitors a 2-0 edge at the end of the first period.

Hampton got his first score at 1:12, and Tufts a 5-3 margin but the Engineers recovered back. Gus Schwartz scored 16:47 assisted by John Sullivan. '56, Kelley scored again at 13:31 and Hampton got a valuable assist. A screen gave the Jumbos a 5-1 lead on the second period as the Beavers failed to capitalize on several fine scoring chances.

Record Breaker Scored

The Beavers proved the Tufts sextet and scored at 14:11 as Jim Barwick '55 dropped in, assisted by Fieldy. Fairfield '56, seconds later Hamilton's record breaker came on a nice solo. Gus Schwartz scored his second goal of the game at 16:30 assisted by Barlow Goodson '77. This made the score 6-2 and ended the scoring.

As the score indicates, the Engineers played a fine game against one of the best Northeast teams. John Sullivan missed a couple of scoring chances because the puck slipped over his stick.

UNH Last Game

The Beavers met the University of New Hampshire Wildcats tonight at the opponents' rink. Game time is 7:00 a.m. UNH looks like a good side for the Beavers and a 5-2 decision over the Wildcats earlier in the year. Playing their last game in the Colorado, the Beavers will be Captain, Hal Wells, Nick DiBona, and Jim Barbuck.

Roy B. Merritt

Named As Acting Athletic Director

MIT has announced the appointment of Roy B. Merritt as Acting Director of Athletics pending approval of his successor to the late Director, Ivan J. Geiger. Merritt, a resident of Chestnut Hill, Mass., is a graduate of the College of William and Mary in Virginia. He was a member of the track team and member of the track team and a member of the track team. Merritt was captain of his college swimming team and a member of Wil- liam and Mary's State Championship swimming team. Following World War II service in the Coast Guard, he pitched professionally in the New York Yankees farm system and later served as Athletic Director in the local prep school circuits.

Boeing Airplane Company

Will Conduct Personal Interviews on Campus

March 8 and 9

Bosling has many positions open for graduating and graduate students. These opportunities are in all branches of engineering (AE, CS, EE, ME and related fields). Also needed are physicists and mathematicians with advanced degrees.

Fields of activity include DESIGN, RESEARCH and PRODUCTION. Your choice of location: Seattle, Washington or Wichita, Kansas.

A group meeting, first day of campus visit, will precede personal interviews. Dates of openings, nature of assignments, company projects, etc. will be explained. Married students are invited to bring their wives.

For time and place of group meeting and for personal interview appointment—consult your

PLACEMENT OFFICE

Boeing Airplane Company

Seattle, Washington

North American Aviation

Los Angeles

will interview here

March 15 & 16

The Tech

Beaver Skaters Beaten By Tufts

As Eastern Scoring Record Breaks
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